October, 2020
CARO Executive Minutes
Email Correspondence by CARO executive
Motions to pay invoice and administration costs: Treasurer-Trial Applications-Data
Entries-Judges Applications-Course Approval-Web Maintenance-Translations into
French
Motions:
1. That we specify in the paperwork for the virtual trial that the corners of the 30 x
30 grid and every 10 feet on each side must be marked so that they are visible
on the video to the viewing judge. How they are marked is up to the competitor.
2. That we authorize Julia to make 2 videos:
A. on the use of boogie board for judges
B. on how to read course maps and build a course
3. That for video trials, the handler will declare at the beginning of their video run
that they are working the dog on a legal collar as defined in the Handbook
4. That CARO add C stream for Brace and Team allowing people to work toward
Bronze, Silver, Gold and Master Champion in Brace and Team. This is
consistent with our current structure. CARO would provide the rosette for the
Master Champion Brace and the Master Champion Team as done currently for
the regular stream.
5. That motions be open for voting for 10 days from the date the motion is
made. Anyone who hasn’t voted within that time will be deemed to have
abstained. The motion will pass or fail based upon those who have voted.

Correspondence:
1. Member confirmed address change
2. Question re: blind dog progressing to advanced (jump)….previously dealt with
3. Request for a virtual trial
4. Query about whether someone should enter Novice A or B
5. Query about a lost password
6. Query about a dog registration
Other discussions:
1. Colour and format of ribbon for working champion
2. Discussion of having occasional zoom meetings
3. Discussion of virtual trials continued
4. Discussion of new signs continued

